
Byblos is believed to be one of the oldest inhabited and cultural cities in the world, and some schol-
ars even say that the first alphabetic writing was born in the ancient city of Byblos. Layers of civiliza-
tion are literally piled on top of another in this expensive archaeological site. Its medieval city walls 
hold a Phoenician fortress from 2500 BC, a crusader castle, and an Obelisk temple that dates back 
to the times of the ancient Egyptians.

You can spend your days looking for each of these ancient relics, or wander about this garden of 
ruins aimlessly and simply dive in the entrenched history that defines Lebanon.

My site is located in a parking lot, facing the Roman Alley, and looking over the city of Byblos. On 
my first visit, and while looking at the Roman columns, I had the vision of a blending chameleon 
triggered by the complexity of the surrounding, merging between a historical city and a modern era 
- Going unnoticed and self-sufficient depicts a feeling of what I intend to reflect through this 
project.

I am trying to create a project that fits perfectly in its surrounding, but at the same time, brings 
something new to the city, something that can be as an add on, a focal point, and a strategic destina-
tion; without tampering the origins of its identity.

Going unnoticed and self sufficient is a feeling depicted by the chameleons to keep on blending with 
the environment around them, by adapting its colors to the surroundings.

I wanted to reflect this reaction in my project, by creating a Function, a Need, but at the same time, 
I wanted to create an experience, a new relation between what used to be BYBLOS, and a relation 
to the new era in which we live in.
Nowadays, "We live in a society that many times pushes mathematics and language before the arts." – 
by saying so, we point the finger to technology. Therefore, I want to create a project that looks 
beyond the traditional boundaries, and create a program that encourages art, artists, moviemak-
ers, and audience involvement.
I want the city of Byblos to act as a catalyzer, for people to get inspired, by making each and every-
one invited to create their own story.

The future needs a new approach - creating human experience on different levels, providing the oppor-
tunity to mix visitors and actors. 
This approach is summarized by filmmaking, the art for story telling. 

Henceforth, my project consists of three following parts: action, camera, and light
- Action: It is the movie making area - which consists of a main lobby for actors (preparation stage), 
staff ( media storage, media control) and offices (directing studio and production offices), studio ( 
green room, media studio, audio studio, experimental effects... ) 
- Camera: this is a public place where people can create there own movies and which consists of a 
lobby - 4d enclosed amphitheater - Byblos history in 3d for audiences- virtual reality headset inter-
active screen for movie editing - audience sound room for editing - animation room - Byblos hologram 
and shops. 
- Light: this is where people can buy the movies they prepared or any other movie and which includes 
an info point - open air amphitheater screening and a movie hub. 

What makes that project sustainable from an environmental standpoint is the ability of the façade 
to produce it’s own energy via photovoltaic cells which ensures an energy consumption equal to 
zero, in addition to the green roof that helps maintain a stable ecosystem in the heart of the city 
of Byblos; and lastly the glass material covering the whole structure helps maintain a bright and 
well lit environment in favor of green energy and reduction of unnecessary lighting during daytime. 

Moreover, the Media Wall will provide the city of Byblos with its first venue dedicated to digital 
media art, while offering the most radical example of sustainable technology applied to an entire 
building’s envelope.The media facade should be part of the genesis of the building, not an artificial 
supplement. In other words, the media facade and the building must be a holistic concept with regard 
to function, esthetic and narration, communication and energy management. 
As interactive media facade would create a real auditorium in the urban area of Byblos, that 
would aim to attract the public audience, even from a larger distance, generate a landmark, which is 
easy to distinguish from the surrounding area, foster a certain identity, and narrate certain intrin-
sic functionalities.

“ WE LIVE IN A SOCIETY THAT MANY TIMES PUSHES MATHEMATICS AND LANGUAGE BEFORE THE ARTS ”
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